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In recent years, the unmanned economy has begun to develop rapidly worldwide. Unmanned
shops use technology to replace human personnel and increase efficiency. This technology has
increased the demand for accurate and efficient camera surveillance systems. Camera handoff is
a crucial step in the tasks of continuous target tracking and the maintenance of consistent crosscamera target marking in a multicamera surveillance system. In this study, we proposed a
method of indoor multicamera handoff. To ensure continuous target tracking, the minimum
number of required frames was maintained and at least one camera tracked each target. We
employed the background subtraction approach to detect the target. Next, we used three
trackability measures to evaluate the tracking object and trigger camera handoff accordingly,
selecting the optimal camera for target tracking. The three measures considered were the
resolution, occlusion, and distance to the edge of the camera’s field of view. When one of these
reached a preset threshold with an increasing trend, the system triggered the camera handoff.

1.

Introduction

In recent years, the topic of the unmanned economy has attracted considerable attention.
Many businesses have begun to launch unmanned stores as pilot outlets. Compared with
traditional stores, unmanned stores provide consumers with a faster, more convenient, and more
innovative shopping experience. However, although people enjoy the advantages of the
unmanned economy, the need for comprehensive coverage has increased, as has the complexity
of associated monitoring systems. Given that a single camera, with its limited field of view
(FOV), cannot meet the surveillance requirements of most unmanned stores, multicamera
networks have emerged. Using multiple cameras increases not only the coverage area but also
flexibility. In the past, multiple images were presented to human supervisors for analysis.
However, focusing on multiple images simultaneously is challenging for humans. Therefore, a
camera mechanism that can automatically track objects of interest from an optimal angle is
essential.
The term camera handoff refers to the decision-making process associated with transferring
the tracking of a target of interest from one camera to another. Consistent labeling of the target
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allows that target to be identifiable from among the inputs of multiple cameras. The cameraswapping mechanism defines when and to which camera the target tracking should be
transferred, thereby optimizing efficiency by using minimal resources without losing the target.
In this study, Raspberry Pi-based application modules were used to set up cameras at various
angles. The background subtraction method was employed to locate moving objects in the
shooting frame, and the target outline was obtained through multilayer image processing. With
the target contour results, we calculated the camera’s imaging quality score Q using three
trackability measures, namely, the resolution, occlusion, and distance between the target and the
FOV boundary. We then compared the Q values of different cameras in relation to a single
target. The Q value was used to trigger the handoff; the camera with the highest Q value was
used for target tracking. This system can be used not only in unmanned stores but also in sites
housing multiple monitoring systems, such as airports, subways, train stations, banks, and
schools. It can protect the safety of citizens and facilitate the transition toward smart cities.
In this paper, Sect. 2 provides a review of the literature and methodology. The structure of the
proposed system is discussed in Sect. 3. The experimental design and setup are presented in
Sect. 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. 5.

2.

Literature Review and Methodology

The efficacy of surveillance systems is easily compromised by factors such as lighting,
equipment, visual effects, and image clarity. Image enhancement is necessary to enhance image
clarity and thereby improve human activity recognition.(1) Grayscale conversion, which is
applied using a highly effective image enhancement algorithm, can improve image brightness
and clarity. Through linear conversion, the gray values of each pixel can be modified, thereby
allowing the contrast to be widened, the edges to be sharpened, and the features to be rendered
more vividly.(2) Retouching is a common image editing operation that can adjust the image
content globally or locally. Blurring, the most commonly used retouching function, aims to
eliminate noise or introduce special effects.(3) Among all image segmentation methods,
thresholding is the simplest and most efficient approach for distinguishing a foreground from a
background. Specifically, it can be applied to identify the optimal threshold value. Thresholding
is divided into two types: bilevel and multilevel. Bilevel thresholding creates two collections of
objects, whereas multilevel thresholding clusters the pixels into many similar groups.(4) Dilation
and erosion are the two most basic morphological operations. Erosion followed by dilation is
called an opening operation, whereas dilation followed by erosion is called a closing operation.
Multiple morphological image processing methods can be combined on the basis of dilation,
erosion, opening operations, and closing operations.(5) Edge detection is fundamental to basic
image features and segmentation; moreover, it constitutes a key information source for texture
features and is central to shape quality analysis. The classical edge detection algorithms are
local-window gradient operators, such as the Roberts, Sobel, Prewitt, Kirsch, and Laplacian
operators.(6) However, owing to their noise sensitivity, these operators generate unsatisfactory
results with actual image input. The Canny edge detector has three features: 1) a low signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), which reduces the likelihood of edge detection errors; 2) favorable positioning
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performance, in that the detected edge point should ideally be equivalent to the center of the real
edge; and 3) a single-edge response, in that false edge detection should be minimized. On
account of its satisfactory performance, the Canny edge detector quickly became a standard
against which other edge detection methods are measured.(7) Foreground extraction is a central
task in image processing. Background subtraction is a mature method for moving target
extraction. Assuming that a camera is fixed, an empty background without any targets is first
stored, and then the current frame is subtracted from the reference background image to subtract
the same part in the background and obtain details concerning the moving object.(8,9) However,
background subtraction is susceptible to various constraints that inhibit its tracking performance,
such as local motion in the background and the presence of light and shadow. To alleviate these
problems, Kumar and Yadav proposed a background subtraction algorithm that correctly
initializes and updates the background module to extract the relevant foreground blob, thereby
improving the tracking accuracy.(10) Dharamadhat et al. employed multiresolution critical point
filters for color object tracking on the basis of background subtraction and target matching.(11)
Tracking moving objects has always been a key concern in surveillance systems. Zoom
cameras are now widely used in large-scale environmental surveillance systems. Camera
handoff was developed to manage camera switching in a manner conducive to seamless target
tracking.(12,13) However, almost all handoff techniques rely on robust camera trackers. State-ofthe-art techniques for evaluating camera handoff performance use either annotated videos or
simulated data and operate in conjunction with a tracker.(14) Most camera handoff algorithms
assign priority to the camera that the target is approaching, but this simple rule is usually
inadequate and may prevent handoff from occurring where necessary. To select the optimal
camera and minimize unnecessary handoff requests, multiple criteria should be considered.(15)
To maximize the scope of surveillance activities, Khan and Shah introduced a system that tracks
people in images obtained from multiple angles, effectively managing camera switching when
tracking the same target by determining the FOV limits of other cameras.(16) Kim and Kim
calculated the proximity probability according to the number of foreground modules and the
angular distance between the camera and the object. Their system then selected the camera with
the highest proximity probability, with experiments indicating that the selected camera used two
ratios to make judgments and was more accurate and stable than those employing a single
foreground module ratio.(17) Li and Bhanu defined a game theory-based method that used global
utility, overall satisfaction with tracking performance, and camera utility to evaluate various
competing cameras and thereby achieve seamless handoff.(14) Kim et al. considered three
techniques for camera handoff: 1) purely geometric computation, 2) 2D image matching, and 3)
3D stereo range matching for target tracking during Mars expeditions.(13) Limprasert et al. used
a combination of position and speed information of the tracking target as the basis of a camera
switching mechanism, proposing a method for real-time, multitarget tracking in a multicamera
airport domain. They employed multiple object tracking accuracy and processing speed
indicators to evaluate their algorithms on standard data sets. A comparison of the results with
those obtained through established methods demonstrated that significant improvements were
attained.(18) Tsagkatakis and Savakis proposed the use of camera handoff to reduce memory
requirements and optimize camera lenses with limited capabilities.(19) Camera handoff can be
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performed under various conditions. The present study proposes a system that mainly originates
from the system proposed by Yao et al., who used resolution, occlusion, and the distance
between the target’s centroid and the FOV boundary as conditions and evaluated the camera’s
effectiveness in tracking targets.(15) Purnama et al. optimized target tracking in a multicamera
airport domain by combining the Kalman filter and FOV line method, which were respectively
used as the tracker engine and to identify the cameras to which the target was visible.(20)
Despite having been extensively discussed, the subject of object tracking remains disputed
because of the complexity associated with the external environment, for example, with regard to
deformation and lighting. In response to the occlusion problem, Zhao et al. presented a
discriminant model and a generative model.(21) Wu used subregion classifiers and compressive
tracking to improve robustness in the tracking of occluded targets.(22) Aslan et al. compared the
human-like detection effect of CNNs with that of HOG-SVMs in the case of complete
occlusion.(23) Heimbach et al. used the Kalman filter, which has a fast convergence rate and does
not require pretraining, to increase the accuracy of feature detection.(24) Whoang et al. used
maximum color distance and shape density to track targets that appear deformed, warped, or
overzoomed.(25) Li and Lu proposed a robust global learning-based target tracking algorithm to
mitigate problems related to occlusion, motion blur, and rotation.(26) Hsia et al. proposed the use
of machine learning to make intelligent recommendations for facial skincare products.(27) Pai et
al. employed a nonlinear support vector machine (SVM) to recognize gesture changes and
establish interactivity between a vehicle and its user.(28) Wu used the YOLO model to detect
multiple people and track their movement.(29)

3.

System Architecture

In this section, the multicamera handoff mechanism is explained in detail. Figure 1 illustrates
the overall system structure, which uses IDEF0.(30,31) The system is divided into two submodules:
people detection and the camera handoff algorithm. The camera handoff algorithm is the main
focus of this paper.

Fig. 1.

(Color online) Architecture of the proposed system.
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The first submodule involves people detection, as shown in Fig. 2. We first input the source
image through grayscale conversion, Gaussian blur, background subtraction, thresholding,
Canny edge detection, dilation, and area filtering. Finally, we output the bounding box result. A
grayscale image comprises only colors that are shades of gray having equal intensity in the RGB
space. We convert an RGB image to a grayscale image using
Y = R × 0.299 + G × 0.587 + B × 0.144 .

(1)

Gaussian blur is a data smoothing technique that can reduce random variation and the level of
detail in images. Using Eq. (2) for weighting, we take the average of the surrounding points as
the center value.
G ( x, y ) =

− ( x 2 + y 2 ) / 2σ 2
1
e
2πσ 2

(2)

Foreground extraction is a primary task in the field of image processing. The background
subtraction method is a mature moving target extraction technology. With the camera’s fixed
preset, the targetless empty background is saved, and then the current frame is subtracted from
the reference background image. A moving object mask is obtained by replacing the same part in
the background. Thresholding is the simplest image segmentation technique. From a grayscale
image, thresholding can be used to create binary images by Otsu’s threshold method. The builtin Canny edge detection from the OpenCV library is used to mark the edges of the binary image.
Through repeated dilation and erosion, broken edges are connected to obtain as complete a
target edge as possible. Applying area filtering once helps to prevent target misjudgment caused
by environmental noise. The tracking effect may be poor when the target is overly small or
overly far away from the camera.
After people detection, the bounding box result is obtained and can be used as the input for
the camera handoff stage. In the camera handoff algorithm, as shown in Fig. 3, we calculate the

Fig. 2.

(Color online) Architecture of the people detection submodule.
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Fig. 3.

(Color online) Architecture of camera handoff algorithm.

image quality and express it as a Q value. By comparing the Q value of each camera in relation
to a single target, we can determine which camera exhibits the optimal tracking effect for a
given target.
To maintain continuous object tracking, a handoff request is triggered before the object of
interest becomes untraceable or unidentifiable for the current observation camera. The object of
interest may become untraceable or unidentifiable because 1) the object is being occluded by
other objects, 2) the object is leaving the camera’s FOV, or 3) the object’s resolution is decreasing.
Three trackability measures are defined to determine when to trigger a handoff request: 1)
occlusion (Mo), 2) distance to the edge of the camera’s FOV (Md), and 3) resolution (Ms).
Occlusion is frequent in indoor environments. In situations involving occlusion, the current
frame’s bounding box area can simply be compared with the average bounding box area. If the
ratio of the two decreases suddenly, this indicates the occurrence of occlusion. Mo denotes the
occlusion and is defined by
Mo =

A
,
Mean( Ap )

(3)

where A represents the bounding box area of the current frame and Mean(Ap) is the average of
the bounding box area. The distance to the edge of the camera’s FOV is crucial for two reasons.
First, the target approaching the edge of the observation camera’s FOV may indicate that the
target is about to pass beyond that FOV. Second, to reserve a sufficient amount of computation
time for the execution of camera handoff, the object should remain at a certain distance from the
boundaries of the camera’s FOV.(4) Md denotes this distance, which is given by
Md =

D
,
Dmax

(4)

where D denotes the minimum distance between the target and the FOV vertex and Dmax is the
distance from the center of the FOV to the edge, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4.

(Color online) Schematic of Md.

Fig. 5.

(Color online) Schematic of Ms.

The distance between the target and the camera affects the size of the bounding box area,
which may reduce the resolution and cause tracking errors. Ms denotes the resolution, which is
defined as

MS= 1 −

∆d
,
Zr

(5)

where Z denotes the distance between the camera and target for the optimal tracking effect, Δd is
the distance between the target and Z, and Zr is the distance between Z and Zmax, as shown in
Fig. 5. Here, Zmax is the maximum distance between the target and the camera at which the target
can be completely observed,
Q is the quality of images captured by a camera in relation to a target and is obtained as
Q = ws Ms + wd Md + wo Mo.

(6)

where each w is an experimental weight obtained by trial and error that depends on the
experimental situation, with ws + wd + wo = 1. The larger the Q value, the more accurate the
camera tracking in relation to the target. The Q value is used to trigger the camera handoff. By
comparing the Q value in relation to a single target, the system can determine which camera
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possesses the optimal tracking ability and whether to switch the observation camera. By
inputting the bounding box results, Ms, Md, and Mo are calculated. Finally, Eq. (6) is employed to
calculate and output the image quality Q.

4.

Experimental Results

The experimental environment of the program comprised a Raspberry Pi board. As shown in
Fig. 6, we used a Raspberry Pi 4 model B and Raspberry Pi camera module V2 as experimental
cameras. Raspberry Pi is a single-board computer developed by the nonprofit Raspberry Pi
Foundation to promote students’ understanding of computer science. We used Docker software
in the Debian operating system environment, as recommended by the Raspberry Pi Foundation,
to produce an image file, as well as languages such as C++ and Python3 for research activities.
The Raspberry Pi camera module supports the Model A and B versions of Raspberry Pi. We
employed the OV5647 lens produced by OmniVision, which could be directly connected to the
Plum expansion board by means of a flexible cable. The five-megapixel lens can record movies
in 1080p at 30 frames per second. Here, we used a mobile power bank (connected using a USB-C
cable) as the power source, providing a maximum output of 5 V/2.1 A.
We placed two identical cameras (hereafter denoted as Camera 1 and Camera 2) at different
positions. As shown in Fig. 7, a schematic of the entire field, the camera’s FOV is such that the
target entered Camera 1’s FOV from the leftmost side of the experimental field and passed
through the central area to the right side of the field, where it finally left Camera 1’s FOV.
During the experiment, the target repeatedly moved back and forth along this path.
Figure 8 depicts the people detection steps mentioned in the previous section. Here, we
display the output of this process, the end goal of which was to separate the moving target from
the background and mark it on the screen with a bounding box. We used the targetless
background, current frame, and previous frame to perform three-way background subtraction
and thereby achieve the optimal tracking results.
A substantial amount of debris obscured the experimental field. Thus, adjusting w achieved
the optimal tracking effect. After several comparisons, the optimal Q value formula for this
experimental environment was determined as

Fig. 6.

(Color online) Experimental system combining the Raspberry Pi and camera.
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Fig. 7.

(Color online) Target path for tracking two people.

(a)
Fig. 8.
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(b)

(Color online) People detection by the two cameras. (a) Camera 1. (b) Camera 2.

Q = 0.3 Ms + 0.4 Md + 0.3 Mo.

(7)

The color of the bounding box indicates whether the camera was tracking the target. As
shown in Fig. 9, Camera 1 had a larger Q value than Camera 2 and was therefore the current
tracking camera. Table 1 presents a summary of a real-world situation wherein the target walked
between the two cameras using the path depicted in Fig. 7. At frame fn, the target walked into
Camera 1’s FOV from the edge of the experimental field and then entered Camera 2’s FOV.
During the period from frame fn to frame fn+20, the target was overly close to Camera 2,
complicating target recognition. Thus, a switch was made to Camera 1. At frame fn+50, because
the target was occluded in Camera 1’s FOV, handoff was executed and Camera 2 now tracked the
target. At frame fn+110, the target walked to the corner of Camera 1’s FOV, complicating target
recognition. Therefore, a switch was made to Camera 2. During the interval from frame fn+110 to
frame fn+202, the target approached Camera 2. Because the target was overly close to Camera 2,
handoff was again executed and the target was now tracked by Camera 1. Here, we found that
two handoffs occurred: one at frame fn+110 from Camera 1 to Camera 2, and the other at frame
fn+178 from Camera 2 to Camera 1.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (Color online) Q values of different cameras at the same time point. (a) Camera 1 for Q = 0.77. (b) Camera 2
for Q = 0.75.

Table 1
Summary of camera handoff procedures performed in the experiment.
Frame
fn
fn+20
fn+50
Q
0.81
0.77
0.74
0.87
0.85
0.53
Mo
Camera 1
0.42
0.67
0.8
Md
0.59
0.7
0.67
Ms
Q
0.59
0.75
0.73
1
0.75
1
Mo
Camera 2
0.18
0.87
0.74
Md
0.73
0.6
0.44
Ms

5.

fn+110
0.35
0.22
0.25
0.61
0.46
0.18
0.53
0.63

fn+178
0.58
0.37
0.66
0.68
0.49
0.14
0.6
0.63

fn+202
0.51
0.34
0.49
0.71
0.27
0.16
0.22
0.15

Conclusions

We developed a system to monitor and assign target tracking tasks to a camera with high
tracking ability in a surveillance space. Three trackability measures were employed to calculate
the image quality Q. The value of Q was evaluated to determine whether camera handoff should
be performed. The proposed system possesses two advantages over traditional image processing
methods. First, it is simpler and more intuitive; second, AI and deep learning reduce the amount
of calculation required, which is conducive to lightweight system development. Furthermore, the
experimental results confirmed that the three trackability parameters can indicate the target
tracking status. By adjusting the experimental weights, an acceptable Q value can be calculated
and used for camera handoff management. The proposed system is convenient, fully automated,
and can achieve superior tracking results in unmanned shops or other indoor spaces requiring
multicamera monitoring.
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